Key finding 1
Closing The Missing Link Between Private Sector’s Adaptation Effort and GST: Who Can Do What?

- Disclosure initiatives can facilitate companies’ reporting capacity
- The research community can develop adaptation tracking and assessing approaches
- National governments can mandate corporate disclosure aligning the TCFD recommendations and establish domestic reporting systems for private sector
- GST shall remain open to private sector adaptation reporting pathways

Key finding 2
Adaptation Adequacy & Effectiveness: How to Conceptualize & Operationalize Them Under The GST?

- How can the concepts of adequacy and effectiveness of adaptation be operationalized in assessments of global progress on adaptation?
- What are the key questions to ask?

Perspectives on how to conceptualize and operationalize for adaptation A&E under the GST - contributed by AWG authors

- Should the GST take a top-down or bottom-up approach to carry out its information collection and preparation, technical assessment, and consideration of outputs?
- Should the results and conclusions of the GST on A&E be primarily quantitative or qualitative, and what are the pros and cons of each approach?